
The plan of my speech
1. The right choice of profession

•The right choice of the profession is… (adjective)…
•Profession defines … (noun)…
2. The reasons of my choice

•Job should be… (adjective)…
•Profession should give… (noun)…
•I have chosen the profession of a lawyer because…
(word combination)…

•I want to become a…noun… \ I would like to be … 
(noun) …

•I got interested in…\ I began thinking of law as…



The plan of my speech
3. My career path

•To become a professional I… (modal verb)…
•I have decided to start… (noun)…. 
I entered… (name of educational institution)…

•After that I … (modal verb) … start working at a legal advisory office or 
continue studying at the University. 
I … (modal verb)…. to get a degree of Bachelor of law or Master of law.

4. My knowledge
•When I studied at school I was especially good at…
(name of subject)

•At college we study a lot of legal subjects…
(names of subjects)

•To become a well-educated person I should learn…
(names of subjects)



The plan of my speech

5. My personal and professional qualities and skills
•I like … (gerund)…
•People, who know me well, say that I am… (adjectives) 
and have … (word combination)…

•I hope that my personal and professional qualities help me 
to … (verb).
6. My professional field
… (Law) can be defined as … (common rules)
7. Characteristics of my future profession

•The main duties of a lawyer might be following: … 
(gerund)

•I would prefer to be a… (position of lawyer’s job)…, 
because…

•In my opinion, a job of the lawyer is … (adjectives or 
word combinations)

•The advantage of the job is…(word combination) 
The disadvantage is … (word combination) 



What personal and professional qualities are important 
for successful career?

People who know me well, say that I 
am…………..
and have …………



Job characteristics

In my opinion, a job of the lawyer is …

The main advantage of my future profession is that a lawyer 
(exact position) …

The main disadvantage is that a lawyer (exact position) …

Advantages 
and disadvantages


